
Use collaborative tools, like Slack, Microsoft Teams, Asana, and Trello, to share
information, assign tasks, and collaborate in real-time.
Assign small group projects that require collaboration, brainstorming, and teamwork to
encourage two or more remote team members to work together and build relationships.

How to increase collaboration:

Schedule regular 1:1 check-ins
Create an open-door policy or schedule weekly office hours. This can be implemented
through email, chat, phone calls, or video. 
Create an Individual Development Plan (IDP) for each of your direct reports to provide a
structured approach for identifying areas of improvement, setting goals, and developing a
personalized roadmap for enhancing communication skills and building rapport with team
members.

How to increase communication:

2. Foster a Culture of Transparency
Provide regular updates on team goals and progress to prevent team members from feeling
like they’re working in silos. Share company updates, changes, and developments, so
everyone feels included and connected to the big picture. 

Best Practices for Managing in
Remote Environments

1. Prioritize Communication
Make sure you are regularly checking in with your direct reports as well as getting the
broader team together. Take the time to get to know your direct reports on a more personal
level—how do they like to be recognized? What is their communication style? What skills or
experiences are they interested in building? 
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Schedule quarterly team meetings where you share team progress and company updates.
Regularly solicit feedback from your team on current processes. 
Model transparency and authenticity by sharing your own successes and failures, and
show vulnerability when appropriate.

How to increase transparency:

3. Create Opportunities for Collaboration 
Proactively identify opportunities for team members to collaborate on special projects.
Create a space for team members to share ideas, feedback, and progress with others. 
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Create a standing agenda item on every team meeting to recognize and celebrate
individual and team achievements, such as hitting a sales goal, completing a project, or
winning an award.
Send personalized tokens of appreciation, such as handwritten notes, gift cards, or swag,
to show your gratitude and support when a team member goes above and beyond.
Acknowledge birthdays and work anniversaries. This can be as simple as sending a “Happy
Work Anniversary” email and copying the rest of the team for visibility.

How to increase recognition:

Organize virtual team-building events, such as online games, trivia contests, and Giveback
activities, to foster a sense of fun, camaraderie, and community.
Challenge the team to work together on a task or project and offer a reward for success—
Everyone gets to sign-off early on Friday and jump-start their weekend if the team hits a
certain target, for example.

Best Practices for Managing in
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4. Prioritize Recognition
Acknowledge and celebrate wins and milestones. Recognize individual achievements and
team successes to boost morale and create a sense of accomplishment. Be a role model for
others by regularly acknowledging and thanking team members for their hard work and
milestones, like work anniversaries. Acknowledge everyone's contributions, no matter their
role or experience level.

5. Build a Virtual Water Cooler 
Create a space for informal conversations that are often lost in the virtual environment. 

Schedule informal chats with your team members, such as coffee breaks, happy hours, lunch-
and-learns, or Giveback activities, to create opportunities for socializing and networking.
Start off team meetings with a popcorn question (What was the last TV show you watched?)
to build rapport and deepen connections. If you’re not familiar, a popcorn question is a type of
icebreaker activity where participants take turns answering a fun or thought-provoking
question, then pass or "popcorn" the question to the next person.
Create a chat channel or group where team members can share non-work related updates,
pictures, or memes to bond over shared interests and get to know each other on a more
personal level.

How to build a virtual water cooler:
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How Engaged is Your Remote Team? 
QUIZ!

Do you regularly check in with your direct reports to see how they are
doing?
Do you get the broader team together for regular meetings to discuss
progress and goals?
Do you provide regular updates on team goals and progress?
Do you proactively identify opportunities for team members to
collaborate?
Do you recognize individual achievements and team successes?
Do you challenge the team to work together to solve for an area of
opportunity?
Do you create a space for informal conversations, such as a virtual
coffee break or chat room?
Do you encourage team members to take breaks and prioritize their
work-life balance?
Do you provide opportunities for professional development and
growth?
Do you actively seek and listen to feedback from your team on how
you can improve engagement and remote work processes?

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
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RESULTS:

If you answered "Yes" to 8 or more questions: Congratulations! You are doing an excellent job
of engaging your remote team.

If you answered "Yes" to 5-7 questions: Kudos for making some effort to increase engagement,
but there is room for improvement. Consider focusing on areas where you answered "No" and try
implementing one of the ideas listed in 5 Best Practices for Managing in Remote Environments.

If you answered "Yes" to 4 or less: Your remote team may be struggling with engagement and
productivity. Consider implementing more 5 Best Practices for Managing in Remote
Environments or seeking feedback from your team to identify areas for improvement.
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Circle your answers:
YES   NO
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1700 K Street, NW Suite 700, Washington, DC 20006

Yoga

Happyly is the employee-experience benefit that helps teams gather in healthy ways to
promote connection and balance, and fuel engagement and collaboration. 

Gather events bring teams together. In just 60
seconds, you can create and share a local
meet-up.

Wellness options, like nature trails and yoga
classes, are among the thousands of expert-
vetted, curated activities you'll find in the app.

Giveback activities make volunteering hassle-
free. Pick a cause that matters to you from our
in-person and remote opportunities, invite
your team, and go!

Custom events with purpose are our specialty!
Happyly can take on the tasks of sourcing
venues, activities, and meals for your next
team off-site. 
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Discover Happier Employees 
& More Productive Teams!

Let Happyly plan your next team off-site with our
custom, Gather & Giveback Event concierge service. 
Or empower your teams to DIY with the Happyly app,
featuring innovative scheduling tools and more than
15,000 curated activities that make it easy to plan,
gather, and connect. 

"I love Happyly
Giveback activities. I
get to connect with
my coworkers and

make a difference in
the world."

—Employee, Deloitte

"This is hands-down
the most successful
benefit we’ve ever

launched."
—HR lead, Navy

Federal

"The app is so easy
to pull up and find
somewhere close 

by to go. Very
thankful for it!"

—Employee, Appian


